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the course of several years. the series is a collection
of printmaking works that jeppesen has done over
the last several years. the collection is a result of

jeppesen's interests in an old-fashioned camp, and
the work is inspired by his visits to several camps in

the 1970s. a recent addition to the collection is a
facsimile of his first book, scatter. the book was

published in 2004. jeppesen's drawings are often
made from photographs that he takes of

landscapes, people, and other things that he has
seen. his drawings are often done in pencil or pen,
and they are done as a kind of record of the places
that he has visited. he uses them as memory's way
of preserving the world that he has seen. the pencil

work that he does is done with loose, scratchy
marks that are often done directly on the paper with

his fingers or by rubbing his fingers against the
paper. these marks are sometimes placed onto the
paper by accident, and they represent the marks of
memory. he is interested in his memories, and he is
also interested in the details that he can uncover by

looking. jeppview mfd (miniature field of view)
downloads. flitedeck is a gps receiver for use in
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you with all the data required for flying from airway
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